New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
August 19, 2020 Meeting
Hi Everyone –
Linda welcomed 20 members to our August monthly Zoom meeting! It is uncertain when the
library will reopen for community meetings, so NJNA expects the September meeting to also be
on Zoom. Even after the library reopens, Linda is looking to use Zoom to allow our distant
members to attend.
The New Jersey Needle Festival is still scheduled for November 1, 2020. NJNA has two tables
reserved. NJNA will continue to be in touch with Needleworker’s Delight and will follow their
lead on refunds, if necessary.
Diane picked up the NJNA entries from Woodlawn and will be in touch regarding getting them
back to each of us. Several of our members attended the exhibit and were pleased to hear how
much the NJNA participation is appreciated.
Our own Jill Williams was quoted in the last edition of Needlepointers -- her Toni Gerdes’s
Klimpt Kimono was featured in Chapter News for Cyberpointers. (You saw it first HERE – in
NJNA’s July Meeting Summary!) Mally is coordinating an item on our NJNA Hearts for Hospice
which is expected to be in the January issue.
Marge K invited us to sign up with EGA for a virtual tour of M’s Canvas House at 7:00 PM on
Saturday, August 22. EGA will also hold a virtual stitch-in on Saturday, August 22 at 2:00 PM
where our own Jacqui C will give a talk on Sashiko and related stitching. Contact Marge to be
sent the Zoom link for either (or both!) of these meetings.
After September 1, the Edwardian Needle will be open on Wednesday and Friday by
appointment. Appointments are 30 minutes long and will be held from 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM.
NJNA turned 30 years old in November 2019. The board is hoping to plan a special celebration
in honor of this milestone!
The NJNA blog has been a great way to share our stitching adventures during the time of
quarantine. If you would like to participate by writing blog posts, please contact Diane B or
Rosie L to be added as an author and get started!!
No report on membership.
Rosie reported that the current balance in our treasury is $6122.85. We appear to be on target
with our budget.
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The Children’s Bookshelf has been delivered to Rob at the Framed Image. He is awaiting a
delivery of some frame stock.
Cathryn discussed the September and October program of Margaret Bendig’s Kimonos.
Cathryn asked us to complete the outline of whichever kimono you are stitching before the
September meeting. Note that the outlines are not all identical. Cathryn plans to distribute
notes by email before the September meeting. She will lead us through the first stitches at the
September meeting and then the remaining stitches in October.

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Sylvia and Cathryn have been finalizing plans for our Background Sampler II workshop. They
have decided to make it a virtual workshop using Zoom on September 12, 13, and November
15. Cathryn will be leading the workshop which will run from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM – stay tuned
for further details if you are signed up. Please finish stitching the outlines before the first
meeting. Cathryn plans to cover the first 10 or 11 areas at the September sessions.

Background Sampler II
In conjunction with this workshop, Cathryn is working to arrange a David McCaskill house tour
and design secrets! All NJNA members can attend – stay tune for details on date and time.
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Labours of Love will teach a Paint Your Own Canvas workshop for NJNA at the Edwardian
Needle on April 25, 2021. More info to follow.
In August, NJNA normally brings in our Woodlawn pieces to show off prizes and to share
critiques. Our program tonight was a virtual viewing. Rosie arranged the pieces in prize order
and both Cathryn and Noelle shared critiques. We were able to find pictures to be able to show
ALL of the NJNA entries! Not quite as good as seeing them in person, but a close second!
REMINDER: Please pick up all needles/pins from the (library) floor. Even more important
now that we are stitching at home! Dee L shared her hilarious story on this topic – ask her if
you missed it!
I hope you enjoy the Show and Tell pictures. I appreciate everyone sending me pictures that
allowed me to share my screen with the group. I think it worked really well and everyone got
to see (and hear about) these in more detail. So please continue to send me your show and tell
items during this time of quarantine. I would appreciate it if you could include relevant
information about each completed project. Relevant information includes: piece name,
designer, where finished, stitch help or stitch guide info, other fun stuff – like who it’s for, why,
etc.
Cheers, Rosie
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Show and Tell

Brenda C completed “Mulberry (aka Blueberry) & Lime” designed by Jeanne Polzin and
published in NeedlePointers Magazine, 2012, Vol 3. The article featured Jean Hilton stitches.
We saw this last month, but now it has been framed by Michaels in Rehoboth.

In May. we saw this Thanksgiving sampler from Kathy Rees’ Holiday Delight Series that Cathryn
stitched. Now it has been framed by Rob at Framed Image in Pompton Plains.
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When Cathryn was destashing, she came across “Dune Walk”, a painted canvas by Anne Cram.
Cathryn decided at the last minute to keep this one. She picked her own stitches and had it
framed by Rob at Framed Image. She loves how the mat pulls out the shadows in the dunes.
Agree!

Linda M stitched Steven Klein’s “House by the Lake” which was featured in the May issue of
Needlepointers Magazine. It has now been framed by Rob at Framed Image. Doesn’t it feel like
you are looking out a window at this idyllic scene?
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“Lady with Mandela’s II” was one
of Rosie’s classes at the ANG
seminar in Houston in 2019. She
shared the completed stitching in
our NJNA Blog, but now it has
been framed by Rob at Framed
Image. The multi-mat and filet
helped to build out the frame so
that the large beads don’t hit the
glass. This piece is displayed over
a lamp and the crystals really
shine at night!

Linda and Mr. M celebrated their 40th
anniversary in June. Linda stitched “Our
Anniversary Sampler” in commemoration
and shared it with us in June. Now it has
been framed by Rob at Framed Image.
Lovely!
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Several of our NJNA members piloted “Stacked Rectangles” for Susan Hoekstra in advance of
the Tucson Seminar. Linda M shared her completed stitching with us in May. I think that this is
even more beautiful now that it has been framed by Rob at Framed Image.

Linda M stitched Jane Marshall’s “Hands Across the Sea” sampler on 53/60 count linen.
This chart was a fundraiser to support fire services in Australia. The finished sampler size is only
3.5 by 4.5 inches. Rob at Framed Image used a large mat to give the piece the presence that it
deserves.
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Sue C shared her stitching of Laura
Perin’s “Christmas Panel” in June. She
chose three of the five panels in the
design. Sue won this in an opportunity
basket at the Needleworker’s Delight
Williamsburg Retreat. Rob at Framed
Image did the finishing and Sue wants
you to note the notched corners that
Rob cut to mirror the design’s corners!
Just beautiful!

Sue C stitched “Mexican Tile” by Margaret Bendig. This was offered as an on-line course by
EGA. Rob at Framed Image did the framing; Sue loved the octagonal cutting of the mat. The
gold frame looks great with this apricot-blue colorway!
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Linda M purchased this ”Nutcracker
Mouse King” on her first visit to
Hillside Needlepoint in Maryland. It
was part of a Susan Roberts trunk
show. Linda though it was
appropriate since her daughter has
danced in the Nutcracker so many
times.
Linda stitched this as a travel piece
and I can attest to the ermine turkey
work being sensational! Rob at
Framed Image did the framing.

Linda also stitched Toni Gerdes’ “Zapotec
Rug” which is currently an ANG
Correspondence Course. It was framed
by Rob at Framed Image. Isn’t the green
mat stunning?
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Here we have two non-holiday renditions of “Holiday Patches” by Susan Kerndt. The fishing
motif on the left was done by Rosie and the wine motif on the right was done by Ellen S. This
piece lends itself to lots of improvisation! It is built around a print fabric which is attached to
the canvas.
Rosie, after much looking and many stash purchases, found the freshwater fish fabric at the
quilting show at Mennen Arena and decided to dedicate and gift this design to her brother Bill
who is an avid fisherman and has won awards for some of his catches – always freshwater. So,
she bought some embellishments in the form of fishing lures/bait – which you see in three
squares. The plaid square is his birthday plaid! Rosie found the hook pattern on a cross stitch
design at Needleworker’s Delight! Bill has a cabin on Lake Arrowhead in Southern California,
named for the arrowhead shaped scar on the mountain – so Rosie scaled the arrowhead from a
picture of the scar. The scar is surrounded by scruff pine, so with a little artists license, those
were represented by French knots around the perimeter of the arrowhead. The pines in the
top scene represent the view from the cabin – adapted from Laura Perin’s “Country Roads”
sampler! She also used the leaf pattern to simulate autumn leaves, a pine needle stitch, and
herringbone stitches. The stylized compass rose is part of the original design and she tried to
make the first bargello in the second row look like a campfire!
Ellen found four things that she wanted to pull from her fabric: the glass of wine, the set of
casks, the wine bottle, and the corkscrew! She included wine charms as embellishments. The
fabric placements required changes in the sizes and locations of the squares. Ellen kept some
of the patterns and chose other ones that she liked better for other squares.
Don’t you love how this piece is so customizable? I have another fabric in my stash…..
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This was Jacqui’s first hand-painted canvas –
an Edie and Ginger design from the 1980’s.
After she started stitching it, she decided that
she hated it and put it away.
Along comes Tony Minieri’s Mom who cut
out all of those early stitches which had been
done in Paternayan wool.
Jacqui used her stash threads (except for sky)
and her own stitch choices to complete this
stunning stocking during the pandemic!
Jacqui says she will stitch a tag for the name
so that it can be passed along someday!

Rosie was getting ready to take her 2019 SOTM (left) in for framing. It was sitting on the
mantle in her fireplace room which is dimly lit. During one pass through the room, she noticed
that the pinwheels in the N, S, E, and W positions just looked like blank canvas. So she took
them out and replaced them with darker pinwheels (right). Note that the colors on the left are
more accurate. Which do you like better?
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This is Tina F’s 1991 Chicago chapter program project. It is “Fox Fire” by Marsha Luke. Tina
stitched it using Needle Necessities overdyed floss and DMC floss on orange Congress cloth.
(Wherever did she find such a thing?) After doing 28 waffles, Tina says she was glad it was
done! I am still intrigued about the colored Congress cloth!

Jill W is working on a set of “Firecrackers” by Toni Gerdes as part of a Cyberpointers project.
This is the middle firecracker. It will get finished as a roll with Mylar sparkles coming out the
top!

